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Toughest lacquer on the 
market 

The Barlinek floorboard has twice 
emerged victorious from a Swedish quality 
test, beating floors from Europe's top 
manufacturers.

Structural stability

Floors based on a glued, layered cross 
structure are more dimensionally stable 
by far than solid boards. In practice this 
means less risk of deformation caused 
by changes in humidity and temperature. 
This means the floor can be laid using the 
floating method, without attaching 
it to the subfloor. 

Quick installation

This leads to further convenience for the 
customer, as assembly using the floating 
method is simple and can be done without 
help. The Barlinek board is a finished 
product, intended for use immediately 
after assembly.

Work of wood 
reductiond

The best solution to reduce 
the work of wood is to 
glue it down. 

Underfloor heating

The stable construction of the Barlinek 
board means it is perfectly suited 
for assembly over water and electrical 
floor heating systems.

100% wood

The Barlinek floorboard is made 
of 100% natural top quality wood

Why is the Barlinek Board 
the best?
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Barlinek collections

The only limit to choice of floors 
for an interior is the imagination 
of the architect. Barlinek offers floors 
for homes, public amenities and special 
sports floor systems. The surface layer 
can have a lacquer finish of varying 
degrees of polish, or an oil finish.

Barlinek floorboards  
on the wall

A special assembly system enables  
decorative wall coverings to be made 
from Barlinek boards.  Using floorboards 
on the walls is an idea for a remarkable 
interior. The variety of types on offer and 
the variable widths of the Barlinek board 
provide an infinite number of solutions.

Sports floors

Sport Extreme is a floor designed for 
intensive use. It is intended for sports 
halls where professional sporting 
disciplines are practised, as well as other 
facilities used by sportsmen and women, 
or where children exercise or practise.

Barlinek sports boards are made entirely 
of wood. The surface layer of the board 
is made from a grand deciduous wood 
– oak or beech – while the middle layers 
are of coniferous wood. The Barlinek 
range also includes floors for dance halls. 
– Sport Training, and for playing squash 
– Sport Squash.

The widest range 
on the market
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Ecology, safety and resistance
No allergic reactions

The Barlinek board is also fully ecological, 
safe for the natural environment and the 
user. It can be laid in children's bedrooms 
without the slightest worry. Made of 100% 
wood, finished with ecological lacquer 
or natural oil, it can be fitted in the rooms 
of allergy sufferers. 

Support

The Investment, Sales Departments 
and an active infoline are our strong 
points supporting architects and investors. 
We always provide assistance with 
the choice of product, technical advice 
and even direct support during assembly 
of Barlinek wooden floors.

European standard 
EN 14342

Barlinek wooden floors comply with the 
European standard “Wood flooring – 
Characteristics, evaluation of conformity 
and marking”.  Barlinek floors are natural, 
as attested by a variety of certificates, 
certifications and research results. The PZH 
Certificate confirms that a layered board 
made from natural wood and finished with 
lacquer or oil is intended for use in homes 
and public facilities, particularly nurseries, 
kindergartens and schools.

Renovation

The floor can of course be subjected to 
partial or complete renovation, which 
means it can be enjoyed for many years.
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This is a kitchen-living room in a spacious 
apartment for a young couple. The main 
accent is placed on the floor. For these 
purposes, choose a saturated and active 
Oak Rustic. In the tone of his kitchen 
countertop and apron. The honey hue 
of oak adds an incredible comfort 
to the quiet minimalist interior.

Senses – Oak Intense

Apartments 
Antares
Ekaterinburg01
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Senses – Oak Intense

Apartments 
Antares

01
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Is a fusion-style restaurant in the heart 
of Ekaterinburg. They are not afraid 
to experiment and discover new things here. 
A cozy atmosphere in the interior creates 
comfortable chairs, homespun carpets 
and aged oak floors with manual treatment.

Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Sommelier

Restaurant  
Le Bourg 190502
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Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Sommelier

Restaurant  
Le Bourg 1905

02
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Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Sommelier

Restaurant  
Le Bourg 1905

02
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Is a popular place in the center of the city. 
Open kitchen with two wood stoves, sets 
the rhythm and mood of the institution.
Interior – the continuation of the kitchen – 
laconic, without superfluous embellishments, 
a bit rude, but unconditionally intelligent 
and cozy. Parquet floor Calvados organically 
complements and emphasizes the individual 
character of the institution.

Oak Calvados Grande

Restaurant 
Gastroli03
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Oak Calvados Grande

Restaurant 
Gastroli

03
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Oak Calvados Grande

Restaurant 
Gastroli

03
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The first investment in Poland created from 
the passion of the interior bloggers for native 
producers. Polish design at 100%.

Oak Delicious Grande

M3 Made in Poland 
Warszawa04
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Oak Delicious Grande

M3 Made in Poland 
Warszawa
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TUI Travel is a market leader in the tourist 
industry in most of Europe. The concern 
also has its own brands of tour operators, 
airlines, cruise ships, hotels and inbound 
tourist agencies. 

Oak Askania Molti

TUI Bucharest 
travel agency05
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Oak Askania Molti

TUI Bucharest  
travel agency

05
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The National Museum in Wrocław houses 
one of the country's largest collections 
of contemporary art. The atmosphere 
of this interior and rawness give the 
impression of being in a modern loft 
rather than a museum environment.

Oak Askania Piccolo

National Museum
Wrocław06
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Oak Askania Piccolo

National Museum
Wrocław

06
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Gap stores in shopping malls and city 
centres always stand out with their top 
class design. Simplicity combined with 
modernity gives an interior a friendly 
character.

Oak Amazon Grande

GAP shop
Warsaw07
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Oak Amazon Grande

GAP shop
Warsaw

07
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The hotel is shaped like a ship with its prow 
pointing seaward. It was designed so that a 
marvellous view of the Baltic stretches in front 
of every one of its rooms. The excellent 
architectural design of the hotel is based 
on a spatial composition of interiors which 
seem to co-exist with the building's external 
surroundings. Barlinek natural wooden floors were 
the perfect choice to complement the interior. 

Merbau Komodo Grande

Hotel Marine
Kołobrzeg08
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Merbau Komodo Grande

Hotel Marine
Kołobrzeg

08
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The classic style of the interior will 
transport anyone back to antiquity,  
like the wardrobe from the Narnia books.  
Order and harmony, these are the words 
which define the what is special about this 
place. Hotel Résidence Bellevue provides 
people with a place to escape to, where 
they can sit down and rest away from  
the pace of today's life. 

Oak Almond Grande

Résidence Bellevue 
Boppard09
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Oak Almond Grande

Résidence Bellevue
Boppard

09
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"Music Connects People" – these are the 
words inscribed in the Concert Hall 
of the State Music School in Żywiec. 
Simplicity of form is combined perfectly 
with classic décor, and the truth of those 
words of introduction is confirmed by 
the numerous concerts and other events 
organised here.

Ash Milkshake Molti

Concert Hall
Żywiec

10
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Ash Milkshake Molti

Concert Hall
Żywiec

10
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A place made for relaxing close to the most 
beautiful Polish nature without giving 
up the modern conveniences provided 
by the Lemon Resort Spa. This hotel in the 
Beskidy Mountains conforms to any needs. 

Oak Sunny Grande

Lemon Resort Spa 
Gródek11
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Oak Sunny Grande

Lemon Resort Spa
Gródek

11
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A flat in a 19th century tenement building 
in Białystok. Its history provides it with the 
aesthetic of a loft conversion. Hence the 
open-plan interior, industrial accessories 
and use of raw materials such as old, 
reprocessed wood, ageing bricks, 
steel and cast iron. 

Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Visionnaire

A tenement with 
character Białystok12
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Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Visionnaire

A tenement 
with character
Białystok

12
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Rather than cramping this space, 
the modernity of the studio and boldness 
in the choice of dominant black add chic 
and elegance. The glass walls of the rooms 
give the whole interior the impression 
of being open... including to all the ideas 
of the Muc & Scott Interior design team.

Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Muc & Scott Interior
Warsaw13
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Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Muc & Scott Interior
Warsaw

13
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Dekorada is an innovative concept for 
utilising the commercial space of the Echo 
Gallery shopping centre, the essence 
of which is to dedicate an entire floor 
of the building to a single branch 
– shops selling interior fittings. 

Oak Askania Piccolo

Dekorada Kielce interior 
gallery14
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Oak Askania Piccolo

Dekorada Kielce 
interior gallery

14
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The company has a tradition reaching back 
to the 1950s. For over 60 years now it has been 
creating furniture designs, but also projects 
for interiors with unique qualities based on Danish 
tradition. It is a brand which symbolises high quality 
and outstanding design.

Oak Sunny Molti

BoConcept shop
Warsaw

15
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The light and spacious premises 
of the design studio are an invitation 
for anyone to entrust their interior 
to the Dekor Projekt team. Customer 
trust and the quality of the work done 
are the priorities which guide 
the company.

Oak Sunny Grande

Decor Projekt
Warsaw16
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Oak Sunny Grande

Decor Projekt
Warsaw

16
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The format of the Yummie restaurant 
is contained not only in the top quality 
of the dishes it serves, but also in the décor 
and details of its interior. A lively, urban 
style with a nod to pop-art encapsulates 
the company's features and philosophy. 
The character of the interior creates 
a positive atmosphere and is conducive 
to meetings with friends and good fun.

Oak Sunny Grande

Yummie restaurant 
Kielce17
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Oak Sunny Grande

Yummie restaurant 
Kielce

17
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The domination of modern style can be 
seen in the retention of formal simplicity 
and in the arrangement of contrasting 
colours, such as black and white. Luxury 
and elegance are written into this space 
designed by Muc & Scott Interior studio.

Tastes od Life – Oak Panna Cotta Piccolo

Designer bedsit
Warsaw18
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Tastes od Life – Oak Panna Cotta Piccolo

Designer bedsit
Warsaw

18
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Sunlight shining through smooth sheets 
of glass brings the spaciousness of the 
interior out beautifully. Its location close 
to nature is an additional element which 
make this apartment, belonging to an 
architect, exceptional.

Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Private apartment
Kraków19
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Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Private apartment
Kraków

19
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Breathing new spirit into old objects, 
bringing them back to life as something 
new and beautiful – this is the vintage 
style which gives this flat its character. 
The seeming simplicity and rawness of the 
wooden planks in an environment filled 
out with painstakingly selected details 
make this house feel unique.

Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Sommelier

Rustic house
Bielsko-Biała20
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Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Sommelier

Rustic house
Bielsko-Biała

20
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This flat located in Sopot enchants with 
its spaciousness and the beauty of its 
surroundings. The pastel colours used 
in its arrangement create a friendly 
atmosphere for the place.

Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Visionnaire

Apartment
Sopot

21
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Jean Marc Artisan – Oak Visionnaire

Apartment
Sopot

21
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A small flat arranged in a Scandinavian 
style proves that bigger is not necessarily 
better.

Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Molti

Small flat
Warsaw22
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Tastes of Life – Oak Cheesecake Molti

Small flat
Warsaw22
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A space which is functional as well 
as beautiful – all thanks to a simplicity 
and classic aesthetics in combination 
with practical modernity. Projekt Forma 
Architecture Studio

Senses – Oak Gentle

Cooking zone
Warsaw

23
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Senses – Oak Gentle

Cooking zone
Warsaw23
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The restaurant's open space and fine 
atmosphere are ideally suited to meetings with 
either friends or family. This is a place which 
combines tradition with modernity 
and elegance, located right in the heart 
of Warsaw. Projekt Forma Architecture Studio 

Tastes od Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Cultural powerhouse
Warsaw24
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Tastes od Life – Oak Cheesecake Grande

Cultural powerhouse
Warsaw

24
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The combination of the rawness of brick 
with the warmth of wood fits perfectly 
with the loft style of this interior. Slash 
Project is a design company whose 
character and openness is encapsulated 
in the interior of its office on Powsin, 
Forma project. Architecture Studio

Tastes od Life – Oak Toffee Grande

Slash Project
Warsaw25
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Tastes od Life – Oak Toffee Grande

Slash Project
Warsaw

25
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A combination of beauty and high quality 
workmanship in a stylish, post-industrial 
setting. The surroundings are the peace 
and harmony of the green nooks of the 
city, in close proximity to urban life. 
DecorRoom project.

Senses – Oak Gentle

Penthouse 207
Warsaw26
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Senses – Oak Gentle

Penthouse 207
Warsaw

26
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A passion for dance led to the creation of the 
Egurrola Dance Studio, which not only allows 
dancers and dance lovers to develop their 
talents and skills under the eye of professional 
instructors, but also enables anyone to learn 
even if they have never tried it before.

Oak sports floor in the Sport Training system

Dance studio
Warsaw27
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The interior also needs warmth and a sense 
of aesthetics in sports facilities where people 
want to come back and feel good with their 
own body as well as in the building.

An ash sports floor in the Sport Training 
system

Fitness Hotel Marine
Kołobrzeg28
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Located in the picturesque scenery
of Przedbórz Landscape Park, this 
buildings in this complex were designed 
according to the canon of Japanese 
architecture. It is the only place of its kind 
in Europe, and also unique on a global 
scale, intended for specialised training 
of Far Eastern martial arts.

Askania Molti Oak

DOJO Centre
Stara Wieś29
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The Main Sports and Olympic Preparation 
Centre in Giżycko is directly adjacent to the 
banks of Lake Kisajn. The hall is fitted with 
professional equipment providing limitless 
possibilities for organising various types 
of sporting and leisure events.

An oak sports floor in the Sport Extreme 
system

COS 
Giżycko30
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In any sports club, an area for chilling out 
is as necessary as a training area. A place 
to rest and meet with friends. Set out in 
such a way that every club member can 
prepare freely and comfortably for training. 

Tastes of Life – Oak Panna Cotta Grande

Korona Squash Club
Kielce31
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Tastes of Life – Oak Panna Cotta Grande

Korona Squash Club 
Kielce

31
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Pure's innovative formula for sports clubs 
guarantees training on the latest generation 
of equipment all over Poland. The clubs 
adhere to the principle that resting is as 
important as physical activity.

A beech sports floor in the Sport 
Training system

Fitness Pure
Kielce32
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Barlinek S.A.
al. Solidarności 36, 25-323 Kielce 
phone: +48 41 333 11 00

Investment Department Manager – Jacek Kula
+48 605 999 910
e-mail: jacek.kula@barlinek.com.pl


